IEEE - Control Systems Society - Swiss Chapter Young Author Best Journal Paper Award - 2022

Rules for Participation

The IEEE Control Systems Society Swiss Chapter recognizes distinguished papers by young researchers in the field of automation and control through presentation of an Award for the Best Young Author Journal Paper, for papers published in the past two calendar years preceding the announcement of the award on the following Society Journals:

- *IEEE Control Systems Magazine;*
- *IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control;*
- *IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology;*
- *IEEE Transactions on Control of Network Systems;*
- *IEEE Control Systems Letters.*

For the year 2022, one award will be presented with reference to papers published in 2020 and 2021. To be eligible, the IEEE Xplore Date of Publication of the paper should be between January 2020 and December 2021.

The Award consists in a Certificate and a prize of 500.00 CHF to the author of the Best Paper who has the requisites indicated below.

Only candidates with the following requisites are eligible for the award:

- The candidate must be member of IEEE-CSS Swiss Chapter (i.e. an IEEE CSS member with affiliation in Switzerland) at the time of paper nomination.
- The candidate must be **35 years old or younger on January 1st 2022.**
- The candidate must be one of the authors of the paper.

A single author can only nominate one paper for the award. The best paper will be selected by the IEEE-CSS Swiss Awards Committee consisting of 5 IEEECSS members nominated by the Chair. In case two or more authors of the selected Best Paper have the requisites for eligibility, the prize of 500,00 CHF will be equally shared among them.

The candidates should submit a copy of their work, accompanied by a short self-nomination letter (no more than a page) to the chair of the Swiss Chapter of the CSS, Giancarlo Ferrari-Trecate giancarlo.ferraritrecate@epfl.ch with Subject: “IEEE CSS Swiss Best Young Author Journal Paper Award – 2022”, by **May 1st, 2022**, at the latest.

The recipients of the prize will be notified by May 31st, 2022. All the decisions of the Board are final. Sponsorship of the IEEE Swiss Section, which funded the award, is gratefully acknowledged.